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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the best practices of modern project management, and establishes
new methodologies for use in this area. It specifically focuses on the Work Breakdown
Structure and the Earned Value system and improves upon them through the coupling of
Design Structure Matrices and System Dynamics. The WBS and Earned Value schemes
are widely used throughout the industry in all areas of product development. They are the
preferred cost accounting system for most companies. However, these tools provide very
little feedback to management in terms of project performance and metrics. They are
static methodologies that do not address the dynamic relationships and causal behaviors
of activities and tasks that exist in all product development architectures.
Companies need to re-think the Project management cycle from a dynamic aspect.
Decisions that have dynamic impacts should not be based upon data collected by static
based methodologies. Successful product development requires both good process and
good control, for without both, even the best product or idea can become a victim of
schedule and budget overruns.
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The Goal
The goal of any company is to create value for its shareholders or stakeholders. All other
aspects, attributes, and functions of a company serve to accomplish this goal. This
implies that for every company both a product and market must have the potential to
exist. The reason for using the term "potential" is that innovative products have the
capability to create markets where none existed before.
Successful companies approach their market entries with detailed strategies and planning.
They not only focus on market entry and initial market share, but also long term
longevity. Planning alone is not a factor that can guarantee success in such cases.
Planning Control is the implementation tool that allows management to effectively
deliver innovative and successful products to the marketplace. It is the metrics that allow
strategies to be fine tuned and/or changed as new data and information become available.
Bad Planning Control mechanisms lead the corporate history books (Beatrice Corp, Pan
American, etc.) on the demise of products and companies.
It is purpose of this thesis to present a more efficient and effective set of tools to be used
in project management, and product development. The new tools will allow for a more
quantitative approach in measuring actual earned performance of any project and at the
same time provide a projected variance with respect to parameters such as resources,
undiscovered re-work, schedule updates, and actual completion dates.
Product Development and Project Management
Technological evolution is the nature of business in today's global environment.
Technology provides the function that shapes the form of both the product and the
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process by which it is created. Both are required for sustained growth and market
dominance.
Product development has become the key to success for corporations and companies
worldwide . Companies that have good product development processes and that achieve
minimum "time-to-market" development schemes surpass the competition and become
market leaders. Sustained growth and increasing market share can only be achieve
through constant product improvement, new product innovation and development, and
market timing.
Many are the companies that capture market share through new product innovation but
fail to maintain their competitive edge due to poor product development and project
management processes. Time to market is important, but cost effective time to market is
the key to success.
Project management is the means by which control is exercised over all aspects of
product development. The strategy of developing a new product to satisfy a market need
is the conceptual basis of the overall plan that a project manager follows in project
execution. However, a specific framework is needed for planning, directing, and
managing the project. The acquisition strategy encompasses project objectives, direction,
and control through the integration of strategic, technical, and resource concerns. Ideally,
the strategy is structured at the outset of the project to provide an organized and
consistent approach to meeting project objectives and constraints but is flexible enough to
allow innovation and modification as the program evolves. It balances cost-effectiveness
through development of technological options, exploration of new design concepts, and
planning and conduct of acquisition activities directed towards field implementation,
while adhering to a project budget. The strategy should be structured in a manner that
achieves project stability by minimizing technical, schedule, and cost risks. Thus, the
attributes of realism, stability, balance, flexibility, and controlled risk should be part of
the evaluation tools set of any strategy and its potential effectiveness.
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Effective project management requires the continuing actions of planning, organizing,
directing, interfacing, controlling, and evaluating the use of budget, resources,
subcontractors, and facilities, in order to achieve objectives within the established
constraints of the project.
Planning and Control
Planning is the process of determining and specifying, from among alternatives, a course
of action to will be required to accomplish the specific objective(s).
Control is the maintenance function aimed at keeping organizational activity within
allowable limits, as measured from expectation contained in the plan.
Both planning and control activities are inseparable in action. Planning without control is
virtually impossible. Control without some explicit standard or plan to measure against is
arbitrary and capricious. Planning provides the framework against which control process
works. Feedback from the control phase often identifies the need for new plans or at least
an adjustment to existing ones.
Program planning evolves through an interactive process.
" Ideas
e Preliminary market studies
* Concepts
* Requirement statements
e Conceptual approach
e Product development strategy
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Eventually all of these converge and become the project management team's planning
document or statement of work.
Program control is positive management action, including decision making, to ensure
timely achievement of approved program objectives, consistent with program constraints
on cost, schedule, technical performance, and after-market supportability and customer
service.
The Core Essentials of a Program Control System:
1. A Statement of Work (SOW), or plan.
2. Clear tasks, objectives, and responsibilities as assigned to the appropriate
resources and groups.
3. A sensing mechanism to measure and demonstrate program progress.
4. A feedback mechanism to allow for comparisons of actual versus planned
performance.
5. A corrective action process or an empowered decision making team.
The whole purpose of a Program Control system is to serve as the basis for decision
making by comparing actual performance to expected/planned performance. If there is a
deviation or variance, a decision must be made as to what corrective action, if any, needs
to be taken.
Typical steps in the Control Process of a proactive system model are as follows:
1. Set expected, (or desired), milestones, for selected key program variables for
specific dates, (based on the established statement of work).
2 Measure the value of each selected variable at present time.
3. Compare the value of each selected variable with the planned value for present
time, and note the deviation or variances.
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4. Notify the appropriate organization(s) or team(s) designed to move the value
of the deviant selected variable toward its planned value.
5. Measure the change in the value of the variable and feed this change back to
the organization.
The basic concept of a planning and control system is to provide an adequate basis for
responsible decision making by business entities. Internal management control systems
must provide data that a) indicate work progress, b) properly relate cost, schedule, and
technical accomplishment, c) are valid, timely, and auditable, and d) supply managers
with information at an appropriate level of detail.
A management control system must provide for:
1. Realistic budgets for work scheduled within responsibility assignments.
2. Accurate accumulation of costs of resources applied and the estimated
resources planned for specific work assignments.
3. Preparation of reliable estimates of cost to complete remaining work.
4. Support of an overall capability for managers to analyze available information
to identify problem areas in sufficient time to take remedial actions.
Project Organization
One of the first steps necessary to the successful completion of a project is a detailed
understanding of the work that needs to be accomplished. This element seeks to
determine if all the work effort has been planned and identified in the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS). The WBS must identify all products and services identified as contract
line items or product end items [DoD, MIL-STD-881B, 1993].
I I
The Program WBS provides a framework for specifying the objectives of the program. It
defines the program in terms of hierarchically related product-oriented elements. Each
element provides logical summary points for assessing technical accomplishments and
for measuring cost and schedule performance.
The work breakdown structure serves as a coordinating medium. Technical, schedule, and
cost data are routinely generated for reporting purposes [Fleming, 1983]. The work
breakdown structures summarize data for successive levels of management and provide
the appropriate information on the projected, actual, and current status of the elements for
which they are responsible. The WBS keeps the program's status constantly visible so
that the program manager, in cooperation with the contractor, can identify and implement
changes necessary to ensure desired performance.
After the WBS has been structured from the total product to the cost account level, the
next step is to identify the internal organizations responsible for the accomplishment of
all work. Additionally, it is important that all subcontract work be identified both in the
WBS as well as in the Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS). This is often
accomplished by creating separate WBS and OBS elements for each major subcontractor
[Fleming, Koppleman, 1996]. The structure of the OBS is not as defined as the WBS, in
recognition of the many different management structures used by different companies.
The OBS establishes the line of authority structure within the project. An example of the
structure in graphical format is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. WBS / OBS Integration Structure
The next step is to determine whether the various subsystems such as scheduling,
budgeting, work authorization, and accounting are properly integrated in such a manner
as to provide an audit trail. This audit trail should allow the tracing of all work through
the various subsystems. For example, the scheduling system should be able to
demonstrate the rationale behind the phasing of the cost account (or summary level
planning packages) by tracing through the intermediate and master schedules.
Additionally, it should be possible to trace work to the responsible cost account /
functional mangers and through their perspective OBS.
The WBS and the OBS should be integrated at the cost account level where cost and
schedule variance is measured. If this is done properly, performance measurement
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information can be rolled-up through both the OBS and the WBS such that both
summaries are equal at the total contract or product level.
Planning and Budgeting
The authorized work should be scheduled in a manner that describes the sequence of
work and identifies the significant task interdependencies required to meet the
development, manufacturing, and delivery requirements of the contract or product. The
scheduling system must be fully documented and should include the procedures to be
followed to establish and revise schedules. The scheduling system must include a master
schedule, intermediate schedules (as required by contract), and detailed schedules. All of
these schedules must be logically integrated and support the start and end dates of cost
accounts and work packages. All work authorized on a contract or project must be
scheduled to a specific day for starting, completing, and intermediate milestone
completion.
Upon establishing the schedules, a methodology is required for tracking actual
accomplishments of scheduled work. When the tasks exceed a one or two months
duration, it is preferred that interim goals or milestones be identified to avoid the
subjective assessment of work accomplishment. However, these interim goals or
milestones must be meaningful. The use of indicators, such as percent complete, or
people months utilized, are input oriented and do not reveal the actual work
accomplished. Examples of meaningful indicators are: 1) units completed, 2) drawings
signed-off, 3) amount of rework generated, or 4) units installed.
Performance measurement also requires the establishment and maintenance of a time-
phased budget baseline at the cost account level. Initial budgets established for this
purpose should be based on a negotiated target cost, if applicable. This requires the
establishment of a cost, technical, and schedule baseline. It represents the formal plan of
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the cost account manager to accomplish work within the allotted time and allotted budget.
This formal cost account plan must consist of time phased monthly budgetary goals.
Fundamental to the proper planning of every cost account is the segregation of
anticipated costs by cost elements such as labor, material, and other direct costs. In
certain situations all three categories may not be applicable, but, if they are, they should
be identified or segregated in the cost account plan. The value of such practice becomes
obvious when trying to analyze variances within the cost account. The prudent manager,
who is trying to understand and correct the allocation of resources to meet budgetary
objectives, must be able to isolate problems by elements of cost.
In order to have a compete baseline it is important for all planned tasks to have
reasonable budgets assigned to them. A good management control system will allow for
someone to start at the total product level and observe how budgets have been divided
and subdivided down to either the OBS or the WBS to the cost account level.
Earned Value System
The Earned Value performance management system, or Cost/Schedule Control System
Criteria (C/SCSC), began back in 1967, when the Department of Defense (DoD) issued a
directive that imposed 35 criteria on all private industrial firms that wished to participate
in future government systems in which some type of cost-reimbursable or incentive
contract was to be used. Thereafter, any time a new major system was to be procured by
the U.S. government in which the risk of cost growth was retained by the government
these criteria had to be satisfied by the customer. These criteria eventually became the
basis for what is now defined as the Earned Value system. Since then, the Earned Value
system has gained much popularity with many private firms and has expanded in many
commercial projects [Graf, 1980].
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The "Earned Value" is the most critical concept underlying the utility and integrity of
Project Performance Measurement. It relates resource planing to schedules and to
technical cost and schedule requirements. All work is planned, budgeted, and scheduled
in time phased "planned value" increments constituting a cost and measurement baseline.
There are two major objectives of an Earned Value system: to encourage companies to
use effective internal cost and schedule management control systems, and to permit the
customer to be able to rely on timely data produced by those systems for determining
product-oriented contract status.
The concept is expressed as the Budgeted Cost for Work Performed (BCWP). The value
assigned as BCWP serves as the control point or basis for the analysis of the work
accomplished in a given period. BCWP is defined as the value of work performed within
a given scheduled period of time in terms of budget allocated to perform that work.
Another way to view the term is the dollar value of work performed for any given period
of time in terms of the budget assigned.
The management control system must yield data elements capable of providing the
information necessary to measure performance on a product or contract. These data
elements are: Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled (BCWS), and the Actual Cost of Work
Performed (ACWP). The BCWS represents the value of the work that is planned to be
done as of a certain time. The ACWP reflects the cost of resources expended as of that
time.
The comparison of BCWS with BCWP indicates whether more or less work in terms of
budget dollars has been accomplished than was scheduled. The difference is depicted as a
schedule variance and is expressed in terms of Budget Dollars, not in terms on units of
time. Comparing the BCWP with the actual cost (ACWP) yields a cost variance,
expressed in dollars, which indicates whether the work that was performed cost more or
less than it was planned to cost. The analysis of these cost and schedule variance data
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enables a manager to pinpoint problems, quantify them in terms of budget dollars,
determine the reasons for deviations from plans, and to select corrective actions.
The control point to measure work performance is the Cost Account (CA). The individual
charged with management responsibility at the point is the "Cost Account Manager"
(CAM). A CAM is the lowest level manager who exercises full management
responsibility for performing work, establishing and maintaining schedules, and applying
resources.
Each cost account must be the responsibility of a single organizational element within the
management structure. A company should collect performance measurement data
(BCWS, BCWP, ACWP) at the cost account level at a monthly interval. These data are
segregated by element of cost and are used to identify trends in the performance of the
cost account.
A key concept of the performance measurement is to ensure that the same method is used
for calculating BCWP that was used to calculate BCWS. This will minimize the amount
of distortion when comparisons are made. The methodology chosen to calculate BCWS
and BCWP should be selected to match as closely as possible with the manner in which
work is to be accomplished. In some cases this may match the resource plan for the
activity, but not necessarily. There are a number of methods that may be used to plan and
measure work performed.
Fundamental to making an assessment of the BCWP (earned value) is that previously a
BCWS has been established against which performance can be measured. Without a
baseline plan in place there can be no basis for asserting whether BCWP (earned value)
methods are consistent with the methods used to establish the BCWS (plan) in the first
place.
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The Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) is made up by summing work packages
within cost accounts. Work comes in three distinct categories:
1. Level of Effort
2. Apportioned
3. Work Package
Level of Effort (LOE) Work
LOE activities are those which are necessary to a project, but which are more time
oriented than task related. Examples of these activities are project management,
scheduling, contract administration, and so on. When these functions are charged directly
to a project, they will continue for its full term, but they will have no measurable outputs.
In these cases work performed (BCWP) is always assumed to be equal to work planned
(BCWS); therefore by definition, LOE activities can experience no schedule variances,
(BCWP less BCWS always equals zero). They can have cost variances BCWP less
ACWP), when fewer resources are consumed than planned. If an LOE work package
were to show a positive cost variance, the cause of the variance should be examined
because it may indicate problems in implementation.
For LOE, the BCWP, monthly and cumulative, always matches the BCWS. BCWP can
never exceed 100 percent of BCWS. With respect to actual cost (ACWP), any difference
between BCWP and ACWP will cause a cost variance.
Apportioned Effort
Apportioned efforts are those which have a direct intrinsic performance relationship to
some other discrete activity, which is often called their reference base. When determining
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either the monthly or cumulative BCWP for the apportioned effort, the value always
reflects the same percentage BCWP as its related base (the discrete work package). For
example, if a factory labor cost was experiencing a negative schedule variance (BCWP
less BCWS), the inspection effort would reflect the identical negative schedule variance
condition.
Another peculiarity of apportioned effort is that cost variance relationships behave
differently from schedule variances. Any cost variance for the apportioned effort
(inspection), will reflect the actual cost (ACWP) for the inspection work, and not that of
the base work package of factory labor. The cost variance for the (apportioned) inspection
effort will be the difference between the ACWP for its own activity subtracted from its
derived BCWP. Thus, if the manager of inspection were to double the inspectors from an
8% budgeted ratio to 16%, the inspection (apportioned) work will reflect a negative cost
variance, even if the base effort for factory labor might reflect a positive cost variance.
Work Package Cost Accounts
The techniques for measuring performance (BCWP) both LOE and apportioned efforts,
are generally consistent throughout the industry. These types of tasks usually represent
only a small portion of all work. The majority of cost accounts are expected to consist of
discrete work packages, and the methodology for measuring performance of the discrete
work packages is not uniform throughout the industry.
In establishing an earned value position each month, work packages may be thought of as
being in three distinct categories. These are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Categories of Work Packages
1. Those which are completed, and thus have earned 100 percent of their BCWS.
2. Those which have not been started, and thus have earned 0 percent of their
BCWS.
3. Those which are in-process, started but not yet completed, and which have
earned some fraction of value of their BCWS.
Completed work packages have earned 100 percent of their BCWS. Those that have not
started have earned 0 percent. Those work packages that are open and in the process as of
the reporting-period are not always easy to assess in a meaningful way, particularly those
that have slipped past their planned completion date.
The major difficulty encountered in the determination of BCWP is the evaluation of in-
process work (work packages which have started, but have not been completed at the time
of the report). It can, therefore, be expected that the majority of effort in determining
earned value position will be focused on the open, active, in-process discrete work
packages.
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While the main thrust of work measurement is intended to focus on work package type
cost accounts, there are instances in which the other cost accounts are used, and it is
appropriate to use them in these cases.
There are three rules that apply to the calculation of earned value:
1. Performance measurement must take place at the lowest possible level, at
either the cost account level or down to the subordinate work package level.
Exceptions may be allowed.
2. The calculation of earned value (BCWP) must be done using methods
consistent with those used to calculate actual costs (ACWP) being
accumulated.
3. Once the BCWP is determined, and reported to management, no retroactive
changes may take place, except for the adjustment of legitimate accounting
errors.
While the techniques used to measure performance do vary by industry, there are
essentially only six distinct methods used to measure BCWP (earned value).
1. The 50 / 50 method. The 50 / 50 method is used for work packages with a
duration of not more than three accounting periods. Fifty percent of the
planned value is earned when the activity starts, and the balance is earned
when the task is completed.
2. The 0/100 method. The approach is best applied to those work packages that
are scheduled to start and complete within one accounting month. Nothing is
earned when the activity starts, but 100 percent is earned upon completion.
3. Milestone method. This approach works well when work packages exceed two
or more months in duration. Objective milestones are established, preferably
one or more each month, and the assigned budget for the work package is
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divided up based on a weighted value assigned to each milestone. In those
instances where there are no milestones in a given month, an estimated value
of the work completed during the month may be allowed, as long as the
original plan called for such estimates to be made.
4. Percent complete method. This approach allows for a monthly estimate of the
percentage of work completed to be made, usually on a cumulative basis, by
the manager of the work package. Typically such estimates are on a
"subjective" basis but some firms have established guidelines by function,
which assist their managers in assigning a percentage value for work
accomplished.
The success of this method is heavily dependent upon the professional
integrity of both employees and supervisors. If a firm is not managing well,
the monthly BCWP can have widely manipulated distortions when using the
percent complete method to set earned value.
The four methods listed above apply well in measuring performance associated with
engineering activity, (effort that is non-recurring). Methods 5 and 6 are two additional
techniques that apply well to manufacturing efforts, which are considered to be recurring
costs:
5. Equivalent and/or Completed Units. This method places a given value on each
component completed, or fractional equivalent unit completed, as the basis for
setting both the budget value and earned value. The equivalent unit approach
works best when the fabrication or assembly periods are of a longer duration.
If the fabrication or assembly periods are of a lesser duration completed units
approach works well.
6. Earned Standards Method. This approach to budgeting and measuring
performance is the most sophisticated and requires the most discipline. It
requires the prior establishment of standards for the performance of the tasks
to be worked. Historical cost data, time and motion studies, etc., are all
essential to the process of setting work standards.
The existing methods all prove that there is no single method of calculating earned value
or measuring actual progress that works well in all cases. Each firm's best approach is to
allow for several different methods to be used.
Figure 3 depicts, in chart format, the relationships of the various variables that where
discussed in this section. The chart is compiled using a monthly interval, and shows the
projection estimates based on the planned WBS as impacted by the variances for schedule
and cost at Time Now.
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Improving the Earned Value System
The Earned value system is a good system for measuring actual progress for any project
from a cost accounting perspective, while maintaining control over both schedule and
cost variances. Its integration with the WBS forms a very strong project management tool
that is being used by most companies all over the globe.
However, these project management tools have a major deficiency. They are subject to
management interpretation, and can be very subjective since they only present a picture
of how well a project is doing at a specific point in time. Many companies insist on
keeping track of cumulative variances. Cumulative variances are simply the sum of all
variances accrued over a specified period of time. Typically that period it is one fiscal
year. For multi-year projects cumulative variances may have significant financial
meanings, but have very little value in project management. The reason for this is the
ever-changing boundary conditions of a project. Changes in a project's scope, supplier
delivery delays, complex technologies, resources availability changes, learning curves, all
impact the earned value system metrics.
Examining cumulative numbers like schedule variance and cost variance without the
knowledge of such extrinsic impacts does not reflect a true image of the program's or
project's actual state. Work in progress (WIP), is not reflective of actual "productive"
work within the system. WIP can be undiscovered rework, caused by many of the impacts
mentioned above, yet they are not surfaced early enough in project's lifetime to address
potential issues until it is too late.
In a similar fashion, the earned value system does very little for predicting the actual state
of a project at a future date. As most financial prospectus warn, "Past performance is no
guarantee of future earnings". This statement is typical for all projects using the Earned
Value system. True project impact cannot be evaluated strictly from the variances
assembled from a project report.
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The predictive capability of the Earned Value system is strictly based upon historical
performance. The rate at which schedule and cost variances are accumulated from
previous periods dictates the future rate at which those variances will continue to
accumulate. The relationship between past and future values is a linear one. The system
was never designed to perform this task. However, management is constantly interested
in future performance. The questions are always the same: "Will the project be on
schedule given the current performance? Will the resources be sufficient to complete the
project as it stands? Will the project be over budget and by how much?".
Management has a constant demand for accurate and reliable information to help them in
the decision making process. The idea here is to improve upon the Earned Value system
and Critical Path, by providing the missing elements to would allow it to be used in a
more effective and reliable fashion. The approach is to incorporate new methodologies,
within the existing system tools, that will allow for better project task management and
optimization as well as provide a dynamic analysis tool set for predicting future project
behavior within certain boundary constraints and variables.
The existing project management tools are primarily based on PERT, Gantt, and Critical
Path methods. These are all static tools that focus on tasks breakdowns, resources, time
line flows, and predecessor / successor relationships. A dynamic approach, is to
implement the use of the Design Structure Matrix, [Steward, 1981], [Eppinger, 1990-
1993], which allows the mapping and analysis of information flows among the various
tasks and phases of a project, as well as the optimization of the task flow sequence
[Eppinger 1997]. However, the Design Structure Matrix by itself does not examine or
analyze the underlying processes which drives cycle time. The causal relationships
between the various attributes of the project development model need to be defined,
analyzed, and improved upon, based on the iterative updates of the Earned Value system.
System Dynamics offers this capability. Both methodologies allow themselves to be
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applied with little effort to the existing project management systems. This application
will be demonstrated herein utilizing sample data from the aerospace industry.
Examining the existing project management cycle for a WBS / Earned Value type system,
one can see the benefits of moving to a dynamic form of examining and analyzing
programmatic data. With the academic and industry wide move toward using empowered
Integrated Product Development Teams (IPDT), flat core / functional organizations,
focusing more on product structure rather than function, it makes perfect sense to upgrade
the metrics by which projects are managed.
In the existing project management cycle, the Top Level Statement of Work and
Organizational Breakdown Structure are the two key elements that capture all
requirements, budget, and structure for any project. Below that, the IPDT structure
dictates the individual and function specific elements of work for each team. It is at this
level that the actual project is managed. Once an IPDT specific statement of Work is
composed, the applicable Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is put together. The WBS is
dependent on several variables, two of the most important being available resources and
schedule. Budget is not an element of importance at the planing stages of the WBS since
it is assumed that the appropriate funding has been negotiated with the upper
management through the IPDT specific Statement of Work.
Once the WBS is in place and all account numbers are activated, the project and the
associated monthly status reviews begin. With the WBS in place, each IPDT is
committed to a specific schedule and budget, against which the Earned Value system will
"'pass judgment."
As described in detail above, the Earned Value system will generate the appropriate
schedule and cost variances based upon each IPDT manager's input. The number of
milestones met each month, correlated to the actual costs of meeting those milestones
determines the magnitude of both schedule and cost variances. The manager typically has
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to explain issues such as cost overruns, milestones not met, Work in Progress (WIP), and
personal opinions as to future performance. If out of scope work is added to the statement
of work of the project, or the IPDT has been burdened with additional work, the change
board will issue additional funds to the IPDT in order to ensure that the cost variances
and schedule impacts do not affect the monthly reviews. The statement of work, in such a
case, would be revised accordingly to reflect these changes.
Upper management is faced with a difficult task in evaluating the "actual" performance of
their IPDT given this type of information. It typically requires several months of trending,
before any substantive conclusions can be extracted about the performance of each IPDT.
Even then, the data does not allow for accurate forecasts or correlation to be drawn
between other IPDTs performance and overall schedule impacts. It is my hypothesis that
if a more dynamic analysis were to be introduced, in conjunction with the Earned Value
system, then relationships amongst the various tasks across IPDT would be better
understood and task sequencing could be adjusted more accurately. At the same time, the
causal analysis of the individual processes within the IPDT would allow for better
resource allocation and development time control, allowing accurate forecasting of
anticipated performance based on current results. As the metrics become more dynamic,
management can maintain an active control over the entire development cycle of the
project.
Figure 4 shows the project management cycle for an IPDT-type project structure, with the
proposed addition of Design Structure Matrix and System Dynamic Analysis. This
linkage allows for the individual tasks from the WBS to be analyzed based on the current
reporting data from the Earned Value system. As each individual task is examined
through the Design Structure Matrix and System Dynamic model, its impacts on the
program are evaluated by weighting attributes such as resources available versus
resources required and anticipated completion dates versus required completion dates.
The management team, via program reviews, examines the results of this analysis and
decisions are made based on these results.
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Figure 4. The Project management Cycle
Design Structure Matrices
Many techniques exist for modeling product development of project activities. Flow
charts can be used to demonstrate the relationships between various tasks. Gantt charts
are often used to estimate the length of each activity and to expose critical path tasks.
Each have their pros and cons, but both share a common trait of being passive tools
[Smith & Eppinger, 1991]. The flow charts and Gantt chart do provide users with an
overview of the project or program at hand. They can be easily linked to work packages,
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which makes them ideal for the "Earned Value" cost analysis tool, and they can even
identify critical paths in the overall sequence. However, that is where their advantages
end and where the Design Structure Matrix becomes the next logical step.
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) model was conceived by Steward [1981], and has
gained the attention of many universities and corporations over last several years. There
are also several professional software packages that also perform DSM analysis, such as
STELLA, which was developed by NASA, and PSM 32, which was developed by
Ventura Systems Inc.
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Figure 5 - Design Structure Matrix
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Figure 5, shows an example of what a Design Structure Matrix looks like. The rows
depict the names of tasks associated with the particular development or manufacturing,
project, necessarily arranged in a chronological order. The columns represent the same
tasks, and always occur in the same order as their corresponding rows.
Thus, a cell in the matrix represents a direct relation between one activity and another.
For example, if one reads along row B of the matrix and encounters an X or a mark in
column A, then activity A needs to precede that activity of row B. In other words B is
dependent upon activity A being complete. The diagonal elements of the matrix represent
the special case of task influencing themselves. Since tasks are arranged chronologically,
cells of the matrix that are above the main diagonal represent feedback loops. Conversely,
tasks below the main diagonal depict sequential activities.
Figure 6 demonstrates the ability of DSM to represent the three basic types of task
relationships. Sequential tasks are defined as those that have a precedence dependence
upon one another. Task A is required to be completed prior to beginning task B. That is
identified on the matrix a mark, X, below the main diagonal in column A, row B. Parallel
tasks are those that are independent of one another and can be executed either in parallel
or in any sequence required. The DSM represents such tasks with no relation marks. The
third type of task is that of coupled tasks. These are interdependent types of tasks,
(feedback and feed forward loops), that represent iterative steps or processes within a
project. Iterative tasks are typical of most processes that involve risk reduction activities
or "trial and error" approaches. For example, the testing of a new blade type for
helicopter may involve several months of testing, with multiple revisions following each
test sequence. Such tasks are represented by marks, X's, above and below the main
diagonal.
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Figure 6. Task representation using DSM (Adapted from Eppinger, 1990)
Through the representation of feedback loops and feed forward activities, a DSM is much
more effective in illustrating the complex interaction between tasks in a typical product
development process. The DSM is also very effective in illustrating the flow of
development activities. Group of cells below the main diagonal represent sequential tasks
that flow from one row to the next, while "blocks" of elements around the main diagonal
represent highly interactive groups of activities that usually must be done concurrently.
DSM provide an effective method to communicate the activities and structure of product
development processes. They can also be used to predict how changes in the sequence of
tasks will impact the overall product or project process. The work Eppinger et. al. [1990-
1993] has added a new dimension to the DSM, by introducing optimization to the matrix.
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The optimization of the matrix has the goal of streamlining the overall product
development sequence and minimizing the number of feedback loops involved. If the
matrix elements indicate some degree of dependency between tasks, then the matrix can
be used to identify constraints in the development process. Black et. al. [1990] illustrated
this in a brake design process in which two major, conflicting requirements are found.
One constraint requires minimizing the weight of the overall system, and the other,
maximizing the heat dissipation of the system.
By adding the details of time required for each task in the development process,
something that would be done as a direct result of implementing a WBS, or any other cost
accounting scheme, the DSM can be used as a very powerful tool in optimizing the order
of tasks and activities of the development process for minimum expected cycle time.
The use of DSM's can result in exceptional insights of project management. It plays an
important role in project management in that it fits well with today's Integrated Product
Development Team Structures (IPDTS), and allows for companies to become true
problem solving enterprises. The information included in a DSM can be used in planning
to:
1. Identify activities or tasks that can be performed in sequence.
2. Identify activities or tasks that can be performed in parallel
3. Identify a set of interdependent activities or tasks.
4. Identify activities or tasks that do not have to be performed at all.
In turn the matrix allows managers to:
1. Identify where boundaries can be drawn between different groups, with the
least amount of information flow needed between them.
2. Identify where work can be eliminated or work be done in parallel to shorten
the time to complete a project.
3. Optimize the initially perceived sequence flow of the entire development
process, thus minimizing overall development time.
DSM Implementation
The S-92 Helibus is Sikorsky Aircraft's response to providing both civil and military
helicopter operators with a vehicle that provides excellent levels of safety,
maintainability, reliability, and operational economies. The program is an international
consortium of partners utilizing an Integrated Product Development Team organizational
architecture. Each IPDT is allocated their own budget and schedule using an Earned
Value WBS cost account method. The IPDT's are responsible for budget allocation and
planning. The IPDT's report to upper management through the Earned value system.
Schedule and Cost variances are carefully examined and analyzed. A change committee,
in charge of a management reserve fund, is responsible for granting change approvals for
out-of-scope, or work statement changes that would impact a particular PDT.
It is this type of program architecture that would benefit the most from the use of a DSM
approach to schedule planning. Where the typical Gantt charts simply provide a static
approach to determining critical paths, and basic tasks links, DSM can provide a dynamic
analysis and help to optimize the sequence of tasks.
Appendix A contains a portion of the actual Gantt chart associated with the Aircraft Test
portion of the S-92 development program. Each task is associated with a specific time of
completion, with a specific Start and Finish dates, and with correlating links between the
individual tasks. In fact, these task links are quite complex for such a small number of
tasks. The tasks are associate with specific tests that have to take place during the
development, ground, and flight test phases.
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In order to compose the DSM the existing Gantt chart has to be transposed into a matrix
format. This is done by recreating the predecessor / successor relationships from the
Gantt format to the row column format of the DSM. The DSM of the Aircraft Test
Schedule is shown in figure 4. The "0" marks indicate the predecessor / successor
relationships with the other tasks between rows and columns. The "*" marks indicate the
main diagonal of the matrix. The goal is to repartition the matrix through an iterative sort
routine so that all of the marks end up below of the main diagonal. This is not an easy
goal to achieve, given the fact that in most cases projects involve many iterative tasks
which lead to the formation of Zero blocks. Zero blocks, such as that between rows 9
and 10 and columns 12 and 13 are interdependent tasks that have to be "broken up". In
this case the tasks are the AC-4 Hirf and Lightning test in correlation to the AC-4
Avionic / Electrical Ground Tests (max Equip) and AC-4 Safety Of Flight Tests. Tasks
like these that are highly coupled reflect activities that involve many iterations in the
particular project phase. Sometimes these highly coupled tasks can be "de-coupled" in an
effort to reduce their interdependence. This is done either by redefining the particular
activity or task, or by applying a method called Tearing. More will said of Tearing later in
the thesis. Both Redefinition and Tearing are difficult and time-consuming operations
that can lead to other problems after partitioning the matrix.
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AIRCRAFT TESTS S-92
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9111 12 1314151617181920
1! Develop S-92 Flight Performance Test
Plans
satPaases3! Develop Ac- I Tie-Down Test Plans *F
4! Release Tie-Down Test Plans
5! Perform Ac-i Tie-Down Tests *
6! Ac-2 Avionic / Electrical Ground Tests *
7! Ac-2 Safety Of Flight Tests *
8! Ac-2 First Flight *
9! Ac-4 Hirf Tests*
10! Ac-4 Lightning Tests *
11! Ac-4 Prepare Performance Test
Reports
12! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground
Tests (max Equip)
13! Ac-4 Safety Of Flight Tests
14! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground Perf
Tests -I
15! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground Perf
Tests -2
16! Ac-4 First Flight
17! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Flight Perf
Tests -I
18! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Flight Perf
Tests -2
19! Ac-4 Emc Tests -I
j20! Ac-4 Emc Tests -2
Figure 7. DSM for S-92 Aircraft Test Schedule - Un-partitioned
The matrix is first partitioned to identify what zero blocks actually exist, and to re-
sequence the matrix. The partitioned DSM is shown in Figure 8. The rows and columns
have been re-arranged so as to optimize the overall sequence in which the tasks should be
conducted. Information flow is much improved between the various tasks. This allows
the project manager to allocated resources in a much more efficient manner than that
which the Gantt chart proposed. Scheduled completion time will also improve as direct
result of the improved resource allocation.
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AIRCRAFT TESTS S-92
1 3 6 12 2 4 7110 13 5 8 9 1416 17 19 5 18 20 11
1! Develop S-92 Flight Performance Test
Plans
3! Develop Ac-I Tie-Down Test Plans *
6! Ac-2 Avionic / Electrical Ground Tests *
12! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground
Tests (max Equip)
2! Release S-92 Flight Performance Test 0 *
Plans
4 Release Tie-Down Test Plans 0 *
7! Ac-2 Safety Of Flight Tests 0 *
10! Ac-4 Lightning Tests 01*
13! Ac-4 Safety Of Flight Tests 0 *
5! Perform Ac-I Tie-Down Tests 0 *
8! Ac-2 First Flight 0 *
9! Ac-4 Hirf Tests 0 0 *
14! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground Perf 0 0 *
Tests -1
16! Ac-4 First Flight 0 *
17! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Flight Perf. 0 0 0 *
Tests -I
19! Ac-4 Emc Tests 0 0 *
15! Ac-4 Avionic / Electrical Ground Perf. 0 *
01*Tests -2
T18! Ac-4 Avionic /Electrical Flight Perf 0
Tests -20
O! A Emc Tests -2 0 0 *
11l! Ac-4 Prepare Performance Test00 *
Reports
Figure 8. DSM for S-92 Aircraft Test Schedule - Partitioned
Comparing the partitioned DSM to the un-partitoned one, the optimization impact
becomes obvious. All but one mark remains above the main diagonal. This means that all
activities that were identified in Figure 7 as feedback loops have been reduced to a single
concurrent activity loop. Tasks 1, 3, 6, and 12 can now begin in parallel to one another. A
close examination of the actual tasks reveals that none of these activities would impact
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the other. As a result, the new sequence definition was streamlined allowing for shorter
project cycle time and better information flow between activities.
The only concurrent activity block that remains is that of tasks 10 and 13, AC-4
Lightning Tests and AC-4 Safety of Flight Tests. Both tasks are part of a feedback loop.
AC-4 Safety of Flight Tests is the predecessor for several other activities, but requires the
Lighting Test also. The logical choice in this case is to proceed with the Lightning Test
first. This is because the Lightning Test may generate redesign work that will have much
larger impact to this phase of the program than the Safety of Flight Tests will.
Since this particular zero block was small, and the solution was relatively easy, no tearing
was necessary. However in cases where zero blocks are composed of several matrix cells,
tearing is always required because the solution is not always intuitively obvious as in the
case above. In tearing, a row or column is removed from a zero block by changing its
marking from a zero to some other number. This removal does affect the overall matrix
and its relationships with other cells since tearing operations, and their repartitioning, is
only limited to those cells and tasks that form a zero block. The new marking number
typically depends on the weighting scheme that is adopted for this part of the process. In
detail, this part of the process requires that a decision be made as to which of the tasks
involved in the zero block are more critical, or less critical, to the success of the project
amongst themselves. Based on this ranking, a weighting scheme is assigned, (I through n,
n being the total number of tasks involved in the zero block). This way the task(s) that
has the lowest weighting number is excluded from the next partitioning operation.
The difficulty of the operation lies with knowing what to tear. If a column is torn, the
successors to the row are weakened. If a row is torn, then the predecessors are weakened.
When a column is torn the row is moved down in the block. In the case of a row, the row
will move up in the block. Knowledge of the actual tasks at hand is a must for this
operation, and most times the operation may need to be repeated again, because there are
no guarantees that the partitioning will improve the sequence. In large projects, the
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activities of a particular phase of the project are treated separately in order to reduce
problem complexity and to improve the chances of optimizing the matrix.
System Dynamics
"System dynamics, or "systems thinking", is a conceptual approach to
understanding complex problems" [Senge, 1990].
Such is the case with managing large-scale development programs. In a system,
certain causal relationships exist in which the behavior of one attribute influences that of
another. System dynamics asserts that these causal relationships form a complex
underlying structure for any organization, and that this structure may be empirically or
theoretically discovered and described. Through the discovery of the system's underlying
structure, the causal relationships become clear and predictions may be made of the future
behavior of actors in the system [Pugh, 1981].
Organized study of system dynamics began with the work of Jay Forrester of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology who in 1961 published the seminal text in the field
Industrial Dynamics. Forrester was interested how the circular flow of information in
industrial systems resulted in previously unexpected and undesirable system behavior.
Forrester stated that these information feedback loops exist, "...whenever the
environment leads to a decision that results in action which affects the environment and
thereby influences future decisions." Forrester proposed to "model" these complex
systems through the identification and mathematical description of all causal
relationships. He further proposed that these systems were "dynamic" and that the
behavior of attributes in the system changed over time as influenced by current and past
system behavior. Implicit in this assumption is that dynamic behavior is a consequence of
system structure. System dynamics then tends to look within a system for sources of its
behavior.
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Fundamental to Forrester's development of system dynamics, and still accepted today, is
the belief that,
"The human mind is well adept to building and using models that relate objects in
space. Also, the mind is excellent at manipulating models that associate words
and ideas. But the unaided mind, when confronted with modern social and
technological systems, is not adequate for constructing and interpreting dynamic
models that represent changes through time in complex systems".
Much of the ambiguity in mental models allows the study of system behavior
under clearly stated assumptions and initial conditions.
Modeling in System Dynamics
The creation of a formal dynamic model of a system requires the identification of the
causal relationships which form the system's feedback loops. Generally, feedback loops
are thought to be either negative or positive. A negative feedback loop is a series of
causal relationships that tend to move behavior towards a goal. These are stabilizing
systems such as a pendulum that seeks rest once disturbed, or a thermostat that drives
towards a set temperature. In contrast, a positive feedback loop is self-reinforcing. It
amplifies disturbances in the system to create wild variation in behavior. The distinction
between negative and positive feedback loops is well described in the following
lighthearted example involving an electric blanket:
"The newlyweds were given an electric blanket for their king-sized double bed
The blanket had separate controls for the two sides of the bed, one for him, one
for her. Properly connected, there should have been two separate negative
feedback systems, each attempting to control the temperature oJthe blanketfor
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each individual. The story goes that the newlyweds misconnected the blanket so
that his setting controlled her blanket temperature and hers controlled his. The
result was a nasty positive feedback loop. She felt cold, turned up her setting,
making his side too warm for him, so he turned down his setting, making her even
colder, so she raised her setting even further, and so on. How the scenario would
end is left to the fertile imagination of the reader."
Once the feedback loops of the system have been identified, a model may be graphically
represented with a flow diagram. Generally, these diagrams identify and link attributes in
a system. Below is an example of a system depicting a person filling a glass of water:
Desired Water Level Faucet Position
Perceived Water Level hleight Water Flow
Current Water Level
Figure 9 - Causal loop
The "system" can be described as setting the faucet to a specific position, which in turn
affects the water flow, which changes the water level. As the water level changes, the new
level position of the water from it current position to the desired high is evaluated. That
determines changes in the position of the faucet, and so on..."
The graphical description of the system can be mapped into a mathematical description.
For example, in the simple positive feedback loop of compound interest, the initial
account balance is multiplied by the period interest rate and the result added to the
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balance. This process is repeated during all subsequent periods. This simple mathematical
connection is structurally similar to the most complicated causal relationships.
Once the model has been graphically and mathematically described, it may be simulated
by the computer. The model's behavior over time is typically represented graphically.
Each variable's quantity is expressed for each period. The graphical output allows for the
interpretation and analysis of system behavior. It also allows for investigation of the
dependencies of system behavior on initial conditions, model parameters, and control
policies.
Initial Modeling Stages
System dynamics models are developed to solve a problem through the future
implementation of policy. The first stage in developing a dynamic model is to clearly
identify the problem to be investigated. This should also include the audience for the
model and some generalization on the types of policy recommendation that may result.
The next stage is the conceptualization of the model. This might be a simple graphical
representation of the attributes involved in the system. Some basic feedback loops may be
identified and boundaries of the system determined. System boundaries enclose all
attributes or variables that impact the system and give rise to the endogenous point of
view. Also, some approximate level of detail for the model may be described. This is the
difficult part of modeling, because the model will be imperfect, by definition, for it must
represent the system concisely. From this rough beginning, the mathematical
relationships are defined during the model formulation stage. At the conclusion of these
three stages, a coherent graphical and mathematical representation of a system exists and
may be applied to understand and solve a specific problem.
The model must also be validated. The behavior of the model must be scrutinized to
ensure that it properly captures known characteristics of the system. A model should be
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able to illustrate relative increases and decreases of variables and to illustrate their
original quantities. For that reason, models are described as valid or invalid rather than
right or wrong. The two questions that should be asked to this end are "Is the model
suitable for its purpose and the problems it addresses?" and "Is the model consistent with
the slice of reality it tries to represent?" As Forrester stated, "(Judging) model validity is a
relative matter. The usefulness of a mathematical simulation model should be judged in
comparison with the mental image or other abstract models which would be used
instead."
Provided that a coherent model has been created and adequately addresses the problem to
be investigated, some generally prescriptive results may be generated. Through the
adjustment of variables under the control of attributes in the system, policy alternatives
may be tested. Optimization is a technique in which certain variables may be manipulated
by the computer, under several simulations, with goal being the maximization or
minimization of a specific variable. For example, time to complete the project, or cost
associated with the completion of a particular task. This allows the identification and
selection of the optimal policy. Sensitivity studies demonstrate the array of possible
outcomes when certain variables are changed within a predetermined range. This
illustrates the sensitivity of certain policies to changes in the model's initial conditions.
System dynamics modeling is a means of identifying levers. Through the construction of
a model that matches a slice of reality, the most potent levers for change may be
identified. This provides insight to policy formulation, something a mental or verbal
model may be too ambiguous to reveal. Models are constructed quantitatively rather than
qualitatively and yet their results must be viewed qualitatively rather than quantitatively.
As Forrester stated, "A model is successful if it opens the road to improving the accuracy
with which we can represent reality."
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The Model
For the model developed in this thesis, the purpose is to focus on generic aspects of
project management. This includes those variables of project dynamics that impact
overruns, (both cost and schedule), and are within the control of people on the project.
The typical attributes are:
- Project definition or scope. (work to do)
- Available personnel (work force)
- Productivity
- Progress (actual work done)
- Rework
- Perception of initial program duration (initial schedule)
- Quality of work
- Time need to make schedule changes
These are the core attributes around which the model will be developed. One might argue
that additional parameters are required to improve our model, or to improve our system
boundaries. Parameters such as: changes to project definition, supplier delays, funding,
learning curves of the people, hiring and firing, technological complexity of the tasks, etc.
The reasons for excluding these, (and others), is that there is a need to distinguish
between system components represented explicitly within the boundary, those implicitly
represented within the boundary by way of aggregation or interpretation, those that are
outside of the boundary. In the latter category, it may be useful to distinguish between
environmental factors near the system we are trying to model, and those far from it.
Those near it could be defined to be components linked to variables within the system
boundary by a one way path of influence. Those far from the system could be defined to
be components so far removed from the problem that they can be viewed, or categorized,
as completely uninvolved.
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Applying these distinctions, parameters such as funding and technological complexity
outside of the system boundary, defining them as environmental factors near the problem,
but not endogenous. For this particular application of the model they will be assumed to
constant for the duration of the project. Learning curve effects will be aggregated in the
notion of productivity. Finally, changes to the project definitions, and supplier delays will
be placed outside of the system boundary, not because they necessarily belong there, but
because for this particular model the added resolution is not required.
To summarize, for this particular model, setting the system boundaries has defined what
system components are necessary to generate the behavior of interest. The exclusions that
have been made are done so as to simplify the model and allow focus on the key drivers
of the system.
Model Specifics
The model, shown in appendix B, is a simple project evaluation system. It captures to
core attributes and behavior within the system boundary without sacrificing much
resolution. It is composed two major subsystems. The first is the Work Accomplishment
Subsystem, and the second is the Scheduling subsystem. The purpose of the model is to
evaluate system behavior of specific tasks, as defined in a Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS), for a specific set of inputs, and initial variables, providing outputs on actual
completion dates, actual work done, resources used, etc.
The overall model is initialized by six key variables: Workforce, Productivity, Quality,
Work to Do, Time to change schedule, and Time to discover rework. These
variables are the initial values for the system, as defined by the boundaries that were
established.
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Workforce represents the available people for the particular task or project and for this
case it is assumed to be a fixed number, 80 people. Workforce could also be modeled as
a variable, beginning with an initial value and changing as a function of people being
hired or leaving the task or project. For this particular model, Workforce will have a
constant value throughout the simulation boundaries. This is more applicable in this case
since the model is being used for individual task analysis rather than an entire project.
Productivity is represented as the number of tasks completed in a week per person. It
could also be defined as the number of drawings completed in a week or in a month.
Productivity is also defined as a constant in this model. A more detailed model might
include the impact on new hires as a learning curve effect that would, in turn, vary
productivity accordingly. Productivity is chosen to be 10 tasks per person per week.
Quality is defined as the percentage of work accomplished that actually contributes to
Work done. Not all work performed is done so correctly. A percentage of the work done,
is work that has errors in it and that has to be reworked as some future date. Quality is
also responsible for determining the rate at which Undiscovered Rework is generated.
This is the percentage of work that has to be re-worked. For this system, Quality will be
chosen as a constant, 60%, which is a typical for aerospace industries in development
projects involving new aircraft designs [AHS Journal Dec 1997].
Work to Do, is the actual work that needs to completed and is measured in number of
tasks. As the model simulations are executed for the various tasks of the WBS, this value
will change depending upon the task that will be analyzed.
Time to change schedule represents the concept that it takes time to change, schedule,
or plan. There is always a delay time associated with schedule changes. This will be
defined as the time from the moment that a need to change schedule is perceived to point
where the actual change takes place. The delay reflects time required for change board
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approval, budget changes, and other activities associated with re-planning. For the model,
Time to change schedule is set at 4 weeks.
Time to discover rework is the amount of time required for a team or company to
determine that a portion of the work performed has to be reworked due to either quality
issues or other internal or external factors. This is a very controversial variable since most
managers to not wish to track "failures". Undiscovered rework is the source of most cost
and schedule overruns.
The Work Accomplishment Subsystem
The Work Accomplishment subsystem model is composed of the "Work to Do", "Work
Done", "Undiscovered Rework", and "Cumulative Work Done" accumulators. Its
purpose is to "capture" those elements of the project that impact and or influence the
work that needs to be accomplished within the specified time frame and the given budget.
Pursuing the physical process of the system, it is understood that the function of the
workforce is to make progress on the project or task. Progress is defined as the average
number of tasks that are completed by an average person on a weekly basis on the project.
This average productivity, together with the size of the work force, determines the
Anticipated Rate of Accomplishing Work on the project. Cumulative progress (or
work done) will be the sum of the number of tasks completed on a weekly basis. The
Cause Tree below, (Figure 10), depicts this relationship from the model.
Productivity
Workforce AnticipatedRateOfAccompl ishingWork
Figure 10. Causes Tree for Anticipated Rate of Accomplishing Work
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A higher productivity value would result in lower estimate for the required workforce,
which in turn would reflect a higher anticipated rate of work accomplishment. This rate
of work accomplishment has a two fold impact to the model. It provides input to both the
Work Accomplishment portion of the model, as well as the Scheduling portion. Work
Accomplishment rate has the following Causes Tree structure:
Work to Do
AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork
Project Finished Work Accomplishment Work Done
Quality
TIME STEP
Figure 11. Causes Tree for Work Accompaniment
Work Accomplishment is determined by the Anticipated Rate of Accomplishing
Work as impacted by the level of Quality, and the available Work to Do. Project
Finished serves to act as a switch to "shut down" the rate, once all of the work has been
completed.
As stated earlier, not all work performed during the course of a large program is flawless.
Some portion of it is does not meet the expected criteria, and must be redone.
Unsatisfactory work is not discovered right away however. There is a portion of time that
passes by for which unsatisfactory work accumulates until it is discovered. Therefore, the
project team accumulates two types of work: Actual Work Done, and Undiscovered
Rework. Together, these two account for what is perceived within the project as actual
cumulative progress. The Causes Tree for Undiscovered Rework is shown in Figure 12.
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(Undiscovered Rework)
(Project Finished) Rework Discovery
Time to Discover Rework
Work to Do
Undiscovered Rework
AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork
Project Finished Rework Generation
Quality
TIME STEP
Figure 12. Causes Tree for Undiscovered Rework
Two branches feed Undiscovered Rework, Rework Discovery and Rework
Generation. Rework Discovery is linked with the amount of Undiscovered Rework
that has accumulated, along with the time interval involved in discovering that rework.
Rework Generation is associated with the anticipated rate of accomplishing work times
the percentage of quality that is contributing to undiscovered rework.
The accumulation of actual work done and undiscovered rework is collected in the
Cumulative Work Done rate collector of the model, as shown in Figure 13.
Rework Generation
Rate of Doing Work Cumulative Work Done
Work Accomsplishmeents Ta
Figure 13. Causes Tree for Cumulative Work Done
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The entire Work Accomplishment subsystem loop completes with the feedback to the
Work to Do accumulator, which combines all three legs of Rework Discovery, Rework
Generation and Work Accomplishment. The Work to Do balance is calculated for
each iteration of the simulation, until the Work to Do equals zero.
Undiscovered Rework
Project Finished Rework Discovery
Time to Discover Rework
(Work to Do)
AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork
(Project Finished) Rework Generation
Quality Work to Do
TIME STEP
(Work to Do)
(AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork)
(Project Finished) Work Accomplishment
(Quality)
(TIME STEP)
Figure 14. Causes Tree for Work to Do
The Scheduling Subsystem
The Scheduling subsystem centers around the "Duration Till Complete" calculation.
With every iteration, this calculation indicates the remaining weeks required to complete
the project taking into account the balance of the remaining Work to Do over the
Anticipated Rate of Accomplishing Work. These two variables factor in all of the
applicable influences such as Rework Generation, Rework Discovery, Work
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Accomplishment, Productivity, and Workforce. Figure 15 presents the Causes Tree for
the Duration Till Complete variable.
Rework Discovery
Rework Generation Work to Do
Work Accomplishment DurationTillComplete
Productivity
Workforce AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork
Figure 15. Causes Tree for Duration Till Complete
In turn, Duration Till Complete provides the input to the Schedule Updating rate,
which determines the number of schedule updates that are required on a per-week basis.
Schedule Updating feeds the Schedule completion date accumulator, which reflects
the number of additional weeks required to complete the project or tasks. The Causes
Tree for Schedule Updating is shown in Figure 16.
(ScheduleUpdating) Scheduled completion date
DurationTill Complete
oTIlM pE t PEstimatedCornpletionDate ScheduleUpdating
Time to change schedule
Figure 16. Causes Tree for Schedule Updating
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Model Simulation Runs
System dynamics modeling is not expected to give absolute predictions on the state of a
system at a specific point in the future. However, model simulations can provide
qualitative information on system behavior and the relative effects of certain courses of
action. Models can also optimize, over a limited range of values, for a specific outcome
through the manipulation of pre-determined variables. The Schedule Weighting Model is
designed to determine the impact of available workforce, productivity, and rework on
schedule, and cumulative work done.
Given a monthly review of a set of WBS milestones due for completion, Schedule
Variances and Cost Variances would be generated depending on the success of the
particular tasks. Schedule variance reflects the delta of the committed milestones for the
particular month versus those that were actually completed, (or closed). A negative value
represents milestones that were not completed for the current month. A positive value
represents milestones that were completed ahead of schedule. Cost variance represents
the delta between the planned cost for completing the planned milestones versus the
actual cost that was used to accomplish those tasks. A negative cost variance is indicative
of cost overruns for completing the planned tasks. Under ideal conditions both cost
variances and schedule variances would be zero. However, even under the best real-world
conditions this is very rarely the case.
Given a specific schedule variance for a particular WBS activity, the available resources,
(people working that particular task), average productivity for that team of people, and
historic quality value can be input to the model. Values for expected the Schedule
Completion Date, can then be evaluated for feasibility of the tasks within the framework
of the remaining program. Impacts of delays and lead times can be factored in to the
master schedule and re-evaluated for the entire project. Correlation between the various
interfaces can also be examined to determine adjustments to information flow among
other organizations or activities. This is a recursive analysis that may involve several
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iterations of the Schedule Weighting Model and the DSM cycle as depicted in the Project
Management Cycle, Figure 2.
Once the analysis is complete, a course of action can be taken for the project. The benefit
of this recursive analysis is that the decision making process is now governed by a
quantitative methodology that is based on a dynamic tool set rather than the linear, time-
slice approach that was used in the past.
The Model's initial run was conducted under the following initial conditions:
* Work to Do: 25,000 Tasks
. Workforce: 80 people
* Productivity: 10 Tasks / person / week
* Quality: I (no units)
* Time to Discover Rework: 2 weeks
* Time to Change Schedule: 4 weeks
* Simulation Step: 1 week
The initial run was conducted with an "excellent" quality level, (100%), in order to
establish a set of baseline values for the model. The project completion time frame was
31.25 weeks under ideal conditions with no rework generation. Since quality was set to I
(100%), Cumulative Work Done equaled actual Work Done, which equaled to Work
to Do. Undiscovered Rework, Rework Discovery and Rework Generation remain
zero. Work Accomplishment rate was 800 tasks per week for the duration of the project
since no change to Workforce or Productivity were made. Scheduled completion date
was not impacted. The strip charts for the base line are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Baseline Run Strip Charts
All of the variables in the model responded as anticipated. For the next run, all input
variables were held constant with the exception of Quality, which was changed to the
standard value 70%. This is a typical value for multi-year aerospace development projects
(Ref. AHS Journal 1997). With Quality set to a value other than 100%, Rework
generation is activated, which initiates a dramatic impact on the project. As shown in
Figure 18, the first obvious impact of the change in Quality is the schedule variance on
Work to Do. The Schedule completion date was then approximately 45 weeks rather
than the ideal 31.25 weeks that was recorded during the baseline simulation run. Rework
discovery achieved a rate of 250 tasks/week, which lasts up to completion of the project.
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Cumulative work done is shown in Figure 19, and reflects an increase of 10,000 tasks
over the baseline simulation. All 10,000 tasks are due to Undiscovered Rework, as a
direct result of the 70% quality ratio. Both Baseline and Runi simulations have
demonstrated that the current model is functioning as anticipated.
Quality is truly the governing factor of schedule given a constant productivity and
workforce. This raises the issue whether Quality should be modeled as a variable rather
than a constant because in an actual project quality varies as the program advances
through its various phases. As time advances the learning curve of people on a project
matures to higher level as the program advances. However, there are also cases, and this
is typical of multi-year programs, in which significant changes are made to the statement
of work, imposing changes that reduce the learning curve again. For the particular case of
the model herein, a constant value works well since it captures the average effects of
Quality over the course of the project.
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Figure 19. Run 1 Cumulative Work Done
Sensitivity Analysis
One of the benefits of system dynamic modeling is the capability of being able to perform
a sensitivity analysis on the various variables within the model. Vensim, the software
package used, has the capability to do repeated simulations in which model parameters
are changed for each simulation. This can be very helpful in understanding the
behavioral boundaries of a model and testing the robustness of model-based policies.
Several sensitivity analysis simulations were conducted each of which was examined
with respect to their impact on Schedule Completion Date, Undiscovered Rework,
and Cumulative Work Done. The variables varied were Workforce, Productivity, and
Quality.
For the first sensitivity run, Workforce was varied between values of 50 and 100 people.
On the second sensitivity run, Productivity was varied between 5 and 20 tasks per person
per week. For the third, and last, sensitivity run Quality was varied between 0.5 and 0.9.
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The results of the sensitivity runs are shown in Figures 17 through 26. As expected, the
primary determinant of Cumulative Work Done was Quality. When Quality was
varied, it had a substantial impact on the actual value of Cumulative Work Done
(decreased). That was a direct result of the amount of Undiscovered Rework that was
generated (or not generated in this case). Productivity also had an impact on the rate
swing at which the total Cumulative Work Done number was achieved. Workforce had
the least impact of the three parameters with respect to Cumulative Work Done.
In the area of Schedule Completion Date, Productivity had the largest effect on the
system of all the parameters. This is because of the way Productivity impacts the
Estimated Completion Date variable in the model, which in turn influences Schedule
Updating. The range of Estimated Completion Date exceeds the 60 weeks completion
(by far) and for some value ranges of Productivity it even exceed 80 weeks.
Quality had the least impact on Schedule Completion Date. This was expected given
that Quality is a secondary influence to Schedule Completion Date through the Work
To Do stack.
Undiscovered Rework was driven to its highest level when Productivity was varied.
Undiscovered Rework approached 1000 tasks during that particular sensitivity analysis.
This was due to the effect that productivity has on the Anticipated Rate of
Accomplishing Work which in turn affected Rework Generation and Undiscovered
Rework. This smallest impact to Undiscovered Rework was that of Workforce
variance.
The value of the sensitivity analysis is that it generates awareness as to what variables are
sensitive to certain other variable changes within the system boundaries. Once these
sensitivities are understood and characterized during the project cycle, the potential
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effects will be known immediately and the user can focus the dynamic analysis in that
specific area of impact.
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Figure 20. Sensitivity Analysis #1 for Cumulative Work Done
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Figure 21. Sensitivity Analysis #2 for Cumulative Work Done
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Figure 22. Sensitivity Analysis #3 for Cumulative Work Done
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Figure 23. Sensitivity Analysis #1 for Scheduled Completion Date
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Figure 24. Sensitivity Analysis #2 for Scheduled Completion Date
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Figure 25. Sensitivity Analysis #3 for Scheduled Completion Date
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Figure 26. Sensitivity Analysis #1 for Undiscovered Rework.
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Figure 28. Sensitivity Analysis #3 for Undiscovered Rework.
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Review of the Process
The improved Earned Value process can be summarized using the Project Management
Cycle flow chart of Figure 4. Earned Value data is routed through the System Dynamic
Schedule Weighting model and, in turn, through the DSM for task sequencing
optimization. The results of the analysis are then evaluated against other program
requirements leading to decisions can made with positive impacts on future outcomes of
the project.
Given a project with a WBS / OBS infrastructure, (similar to that depicted in Figure 1),
that utilizes the Earned Value system, each individual cost account element within that
infrastructure will be composed of individual Work Packages (WP) and Planning
Packages (PP). WP's are defined as detailed, short-span tasks, or material items, required
in accomplishing the cost account objectives. WP's are typically near term activities.
PP's are future work that has not been planned as WP's. They are always scheduled to
occur in the future.
Work Packages
D[taled ,bshortpan tasks, or
mierial items, reIuired to
aomplish the CA objectives,
typically in the near term
Work Packages
Planning Packages
Planning Packages
it"re work that has not been
rieta planned as work packages.
They are always scheduled to occur
in the future.
Figure 29. Cost Accounting Elements
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Task 1
Task 2
Task 3 AA
Task 4 A A
Task5 A A
Using the Gantt Chart for the S-92 Aircraft Test Schedule in Appendix A we assume that
the type of infrastructure, mentioned above, is in place and that all tasks listed correspond
to funded WP's and PP's. We have already demonstrated how to optimize the task
sequence for this particular Gantt chart in the DSM section of this thesis therefore, we
will focus on the System Dynamic link of the process.
For the month of April 1997 there are six tasks that are required to be completed. Those
are task 2, 8, 10, 11, 16 and 20. We assume that all of these tasks were started on their
scheduled start dates. This is done so that no schedule or cost variances exist from past
months. We also assume that all previous months tasks, namely 7, 13, 14 and 15 were
completed on schedule.
Table I shows the six tasks that would be completed at a hypothetical total cost of $100
for the month of April 1997 for this status report period. The individual tasks have been
given arbitrary task values for the purpose of demonstrating the process. Special notice
should be given to the fact that rework is almost never included in planning. This is more
of a cultural approach to planning rather than a realistic one. Most managers and
companies do not start out a new project or program by raising issues of rework. Even
though everyone knows it exists, no one wants to admit to it in their planning.
2 8 10 11 16 20 Total
Planned value
10 15 10 25 20 20 100
($)
Table 1. Baseline Plan Work Units
As work is performed, it is "earned" on the same basis as it was planned, in dollars or
other quantifiable units such as labor hours. Planned value compared with earned value
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measures the dollar volume of work planned vs. the equivalent dollar volume of work
accomplished. Any difference is called a schedule variance.
Assuming some arbitrary values, as to what tasks were completed during the month of
April, earned values are created, as shown in Table 2. In contrast to what was planned
Table 2 shows that task I1 was not completed and task 20 was never started, or $35 of the
total planned work was not accomplished. As a result, the schedule variance shows that
35 percent of the work planned for this period was not done.
Table 2. Schedule Variance Work Units
Earned value compared with the actual cost for the work performed provides an objective
measure of planned and actual cost. Any difference is called a cost variance. A negative
variance means more money was spent for the work accomplished than was planned.
Once again, arbitrary values have been chosen to demonstrate the process. Table 3 shows
the calculation of cost variance. The work performed was planned to cost $65 and
actually cost $91. The cost variance is 40 percent.
2 8 10 11 16 20 Total
Earned value ($) 10 15 10 10 20 - 65
Actual cost ($) 9 22 8 30 22 - 91
Cost variance 1 -7 2 -20 -2 0 -26 = -40%
Table 3. Cost Variance Work Units
65
2
Planned value ($) 10
Earned value ($) 10
Schedule variance 0
Given the fact that two tasks were not completed during this period, (tasks 11 and 20),
indicates that the resources and costs associated with the completion of the tasks will
have to added to next moth's milestone completion report. Referencing this new
information against the existing Gantt chart it becomes apparent that for the month of
May 1997 task 21 is required to start and continue through the month. This could be a
problem since the number of resources on a project are fixed and therefore depending on
the relationships between the tasks involved either task 21 would be delayed or tasks 11
and 20. In either case this could be an impact to overall project schedule.
The system dynamic schedule weighting model can play an important role here by
performing the analysis on the two tasks (11 and 20) that were not completed, or given
this particular situation analyze the May 1997 total planned value against the available
resources, productivity, rework, and quality of the IPDT. By performing this type of
analysis one may develop a substantial understanding of how current events impact
future outcomes. This would provide upper management with better insight as to
potential corrective actions that can be taken to amend the overall situation.
Using the Earned Value system numbers in the Schedule Weighting Model is easy.
Earned Value accounts for variances using cost figures ($). Using the schedule variance
figure, from Table 2, of $35 we can convert this figure into hours required to complete
the tasks by simply dividing the total planned hours for each task by its dollar per person
hour rate. This is done for two purposes. First, to identify the actual hours of work
required for the task and second, to distinguish between tasks that have higher cost per
hour of labor. Once the total hours have been identified for each task they will be
summed and used as the Work to Do variable in the model. Resources available for the
planned tasks will be the Workforce variable. Productivity, Quality, Time to Discover
Rework and Time to Change Schedule will be derived from the company's or
project's historic performance in those areas. The Simulation Step variable can be set to
a time interval that best suits the analysis.
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With all of the required input variables set, the simulation can proceed. The accumulator
variables of Scheduled completion date, Undiscovered Rework and Cumulative
Work Done can then be extracted and analyzed with respect to their impact on the
overall project schedule. Scheduled completion date would indicate the future
scheduled impact of the tasks that were not completed within the their required period. If
schedule slip is not an option, additional iterations of the simulation may run to determine
the number of resources that would be required to "hold" to the current schedule.
This methodology allows for the decision making process to become more dynamic and
quantitative, since it allows for management to receive answers to "what ifs". It also
allows for the Earned Value system to stop creating erroneous schedule variances. If the
system dynamic model indicates that a specific task (such as task 11 from the example in
Table 2) cannot be completed over the next review period, the tasks can be re-planned to
a more realistic completion date.
Typically, in the Earned Value system, if tasks are not completed within their current
period for which they are due, they are "pushed" out to the next review period, thus
creating schedule variances that do not reflect the true state of a project. By using the
system dynamic model as a guide to re-plan the particular task to a date that can be
realistically achieved, (given the quality and productivity that is exhibited within a
project), erroneous schedule variances can be reduced.
Once all the data is reviewed and a decision is made depending on the impact of that
decision changes may have to be made to either the statement of work or the project
tasks. If tasks, or work packages, are modified the overall schedule, or portion of it, will
require that it be re-optimize for task sequencing using the DSM approach. Once the
revised schedule is optimized, the whole process will be repeated at the next review
cycle.
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Conclusions
Developing products successfully, on time and within budget is a very difficult challenge,
especially in the aerospace industry. Aerospace products are technically very complex
composed of thousands of interfaces with heavily coupled tasks and activities. Managing
such processes can only be effective if they can be understood and in order for that to be
done they must be modeled and analyzed.
The methodologies and approaches presented herein aimed to develop a project
management process that allows for both static and dynamic elements to embrace the
existing system, characterize it, analyze it, and take corrective actions based upon the
quantitative results of that analysis. As a result the improved process allows for:
* Mapping of the existing tasks and activity networks to a Design Structure
Matrix, thus benefiting from task sequence optimization, complexity interface
reduction, and time line improvements
* The surfacing of constraints and conflicts due to concurrent task and activity
interactions
* Identifying critical activities and tasks that would impact the flow of
"downstream" activities and thus impact the overall project schedule.
" 'Decomposition" of tasks and activities into elements that can re-grouped into
new cohorts to allow for further complexity reduction.
* Dynamic analysis of Earned Value data with no impact to the systems
infrastructure.
* Interactive analysis of iterative flows between attributes of the product
development cycle.
e Understanding of the causal relationships between activities of the project
development cycle.
* Quantitative predictability of future events based on Earned Value inputs.
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There is a need within the industry to understand the differentiation of the current sets of
a tools used to model, manage, and track the performance of projects, with the
complexity of the interactions that exist between the interfaces and elements that drive
the behavior of those projects. The current tool sets are no longer complementing the
organizational changes that are taking place in the industry. The new Integrated Product
Development teams required tools that can capture the dynamic interactions that exist in
the process. The existing tools sets, Gantt, PERT, Critical Path, etc, are static and can
only present a time slice view of the overall dynamics of the process.
The use of the Design Structure Matrix and the System Dynamic Schedule Weighting
model as part of the Project Management Cycle is desired practice, especially given its
very easy integration with the existing Work Breakdown Structure methodology and
Earned Value System. The proposed process has been demonstrated using a very simple,
yet effective system dynamic model of a workforce / scheduling routine. This model can
be easily expanded to include other variables or even cost accounting equation to allow
for linking of actual man-hour rates for specific tasks of activities. Even without the use
of the System Dynamics Model portion of the Earned Value process improvement, the
practicality of the use of the Design Structured Matrix in task sequence optimization is
invaluable.
Further improvement upon the methodologies presented here can be made by integrating
these approaches into other cost account systems, or by expanding the links between the
financial aspect of program management and the product development processes
themselves. Additionally, advancement of these tool sets to be able to address higher
levels of project complexity, within the framework of both project development and
management, is something that can be pursued further.
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SCHEDULE WEIGHTING MODEL
KEFALAS 1998 (C)
<TIME STEP>
Estimated
CompletionDate
DurationTill
Complete
AnticipatedRate
OfAccomplishing
<Work to Do> Work
Workforce Productivity
<Anticipate dRateOfAccomplishingWork>
Rework Discovery !
<Project Finished>Tire to Discover Rework
Cumulative
Rate of Doing Work Work Done
<Work Accomplishment>
Time to change
schedule
0
Summary List
Summary of equations, variables and tables that constitutes the system dynamics
Schedule Weighting Model. The text file is written in Vensim DSS32, Version 3.0, The
Ventana Simulation Environment, Special release for Academic purposes to MIT.
Rework Discovery=
(Undiscovered Rework/Time to Discover Rework)*Project Finished
tasks/week
EstimatedCompletionDate=
DurationTillComplete +TIME STEP
week
Work to Do= INTEG (
Rework Discovery-Rework Generation-Work Accomplishment,
25000)
tasks
Rework Generation=
MIN(AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork*(I 
-Quality),(1 -Quality)* Work
to Do/TIME STEP)\
*Project Finished
tasks/week
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DurationTillComplete=
Work to Do / AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork
~ week
Work Accomplishment=
MIN(AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork*Quality,Quality* Work to
Do/TIME STEP)*Project Finished
~ tasks/week
Cumulative Work Done= INTEG (
Rate of Doing Work,
0)
tasks
Project Finished=
IF THEN ELSE(Work Done>25000*0.99,0,1)
Rate of Doing Work=
Work Accornplishment+Rework Generation
tasks/week
Undiscovered Rework= INTEG (
+Rework Generation-Rework Discovery,
0)
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- tasks
Work Done= INTEG (
Work Accomplishment,
0)
tasks
Quality=
0.6
Time to Discover Rework=
2
~ week
Scheduled completion date= INTEG (
ScheduleUpdating,
0)
~ week
ScheduleUpdating=
(EstimatedCompletionDate - Scheduled completion date)/Time to change
schedule
- week/week
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Time to change schedule = 4
week
EstimatedCompletionDate 0 =52
week
AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork = Workforce * Productivity
tasks/ week
Productivity 10
~ tasks/ person / week
Workforce = 80
~ people
.Control
Simulation Control Paramaters
FINAL TIME =80
- week
- The final time for the simulation.
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INITIAL TIME = 0
~ week
- The initial time for the simulation.
SAVEPER =
TIME STEP
~ week
- The frequency with which output is stored.
TIME STEP = I
~ week
~ The time step for the simulation.
\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$0,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-010-0-010-0|-0-1---1--11-1--1--1
10,1,EstimatedCompletionDate,445,200,54,24,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,DurationTillComplete,288,256,40,20,8,3 ,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,3,Productivity,366,497,40,20,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,4,Workforce,246,490,40,20,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,5,AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork,398,340,57,30,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,6,2,1,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,1|(310,221)1
1,7,4,5,2,0,0,0,0,0,0- 1--I--I1,, 1(290,418)1
1,8,3,5,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(395,437)1
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1,9,5,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(304,306)1
10,10,Scheduled completion date,780,150,56,27,3,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,12110-
0-255
12,11,48,5 97,146,8,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
11,12,48,665,147,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,13,ScheduleUpdating,665,175,40,20,40,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,11211255-0-0
10,14,Time to change schedule,674,290,51,22,8,3,050,0,0,0,0
1,15,12,10,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,11(697,147)|
1,16,12,11,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(632,147)1
1,17,10,13,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(741,216)1
1,18,14,13,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(653,243)1
10,19,EstimatedCompletionDate 0,773,290,96,11,0,2,1,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-
0-0,11211128-128-128
1,20,1,13,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(520,178)1
10,21,Undiscovered Rework,774,545,48,29,3,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,12110-0-
255
10,22,Work to Do,504,541,40,20,3,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,12110-0-255
10,23,Work Done,953,503,40,20,3,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,112110-0-255
1,24,26,23,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-i--1--i,,11(953,403)
1,25,26,22,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--i--1,,1|(504,403)|
11,26,476,732,403,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,27,Work Accomplishment,732,422,72,11,32,3,0,2,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-
0,11211255-0-0
1,28,30,21,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(677,544)1
1,29,30,22,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--i--i,, l l(580,544)
11,30,348,623,544,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,3 1,Rework Generation,623,563,62,11,32,3,0,2,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,11211255-0-0
1,32,34,22,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,11(504,654)1
1,33,34,21,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--i--I,, 11(774,654)1
11,34,332,644,654,6,8,2,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
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10,35,Rework Discovery,619,673,59,11,64,3,0,2,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,12||255-0-0
10,36,Project Finished,919,574,51,11,0,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,37,23,36,1,0,0,0,00,0,- 1--1--1,,1|(959,555)i
10,38,Time to Discover Rework,708,738,81,11,0,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,39,38,35,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,11(652,696)
1,40,36,27,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(843,450)
1,41,36,30,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(799,484)1
1,42,22,27,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(558,452)
10,43,Quality,608,461,25,25,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,44,43,30,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,1|(618,498)1
1,45,43,27,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(658,448)1
10,46,Cumulative Work Done,1004,651,40,20,3,3,0,2,0,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,112110-0-
255
12,47,48,812,651,8,8,0,3,0,0,-i,0,0,0
1,48,50,46,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,---I--i,, 11(927,648)1
1,49,50,47,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1----1,,11(849,648)1
11,50,48,884,648,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,51,Rate of Doing Work,884,667,64,11,32,3,0,2,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,11211255-0-
0
1,52,22,30,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(566,513)
10,53,TIME STEP,809,342,41,9,0,2,0,11,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,110|128-
128-128
10,54,Rework Generation,885,601,71,11,0,2,0,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-
0,112||128-128-128
10,55,Work Accomplishment,886,727,81,11,0,2,0,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-
0,112||128-128-128
1,56,54,50,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--i--1,,11(870,616)1
1,57,55,51,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,11(902,689)I
10,58,TIME STEP,668,613,41,9,0,2,0,11,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,10|128-
128-128
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1,59,53,26,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1 --I--1,,l1|(747,395)1
1,60,58,31,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,1|(641,596)
1,61,5,27,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1l(656,354)1
10,62,Work to Do,206,369,49,11,0,2,0,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,|12||128-128-
128
1,63,62,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1J(243,332)1
10,64,AnticipatedRateOfAccomplishingWork,384,701,130,11,0,2,0,3,-
1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,11211128-128-128
1,65,64,31,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(545,643)1
10,66,Time,445,219,26,11,0,2,1,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,11211128-128-128
10,67,TIME STEP,291,168,50,11,0,2,0,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,11211128-
128-128
1,68,67,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,11(363,163)1
10,69,Project Finished,571,728,60,11,0,2,0,3,-1,0,0,0,128-128-128,0-0-0,11211128-
128-128
1,70,21,35,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(735,641)1
1,71,35,21,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--l--1,,1|(744,653)
1,72,35,22,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(546,622)1
1,73,69,35,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,-i--l--1,,11(589,705)
12,74,0,325,52,202,40,3,4,0,24,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-0,I181B10-0-0
SCHEDULE WEIGHTING MODEL
12,75,0,464,78,56,9,0,4,0,24,-1,0,0,0,0-0-0,0-0-01 OIBIO-0-0
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